When Bad is Good
or - Look What I Found in the Cornflakes

Is the obvious link between impaired fertility and Genetically Modified Food a coincidence?

Crossing the street, talking to a bright 20 something about kids and population, she said, ‘We should have a test to be sure young people are qualified to have kids.’ ‘What if they don’t pass the test,’ I mused? ‘Well… they shouldn’t be allowed to have children.’ That’s what Hitler thought. It leads to the Holocaust. In his mind a good thing. ‘No way,’ she said.

Caring for children is a tremendous responsibility. Abuse is rampant causing permanent physical, emotional and social damage and none of this is the child’s fault. It feels like a good idea to limit population to those who are qualified. But who’s to decide? Who is going to write the test? Which one of us is smart enough to decide which species are approved of and which don’t make the cut? What skin color will we approve? Which language? Which belief system, national, political or religious beliefs? Some view same sex – sex a crime. We can get rid of them, no problem. And so it goes.

Who shouldn’t be allowed to have children (birth control) and who should be allowed to populate the planet (population control) are two sides of the same coin and often fueled by the same well intended logic as my young friend and Hitler.

The values, assumptions and actions of one group, you and I and the general public for example, are not the same as others; the international banking cartel, Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), IMF, World Bank, Trilateral Commission, the Federal Reserve, the military-industrial complex or the governments their money control.

Rise to a level of affluence and influence and predicting and controlling the future of the planet, rather than one’s personal destiny, sneaks center stage.


Imagine that the care and destiny of the planet was your responsibility and you had the power and influence to do something about it – what would you do?

Shaping the destiny of the planet involves predicting and controlling global food supplies, Monsanto comes to mind, healthcare, currency, education, water, the military and, of course, population. The most challenging is population.

There is a long held belief, myth really, that human population is out of control and causing massive ecological destruction, changing the atmosphere, and must be reduced – a good thing - or so the story goes.

See http://overpopulationisamyth.com/. 
Depopulation implies eliminating large numbers of people; some say 50% to 90%. But preventing the birth of new generations is – *a bad thing* – if you and your family are not on the list.

*Depopulation is the most politically-incorrect mission possible*, unspeakable at the levels deemed necessary to save the planet. Any depopulation strategy must therefore, be covert, hidden, carried out by pretending to be something else. The plan and its implementation must be covert, slow, unfolding over several generations, masked from direct cause and effect relationships and therefore blame, hidden from social awareness and resistance, immune to political consequence. Stealth biology is the key.

With the publication in December 1974 of then Kissinger’s classified *National Security Study Memorandum, NSSM 200, Implications of Worldwide Population Growth, For U.S. Security and Overseas Interests* - the World Health Organization, UN and US Government agreed on the need for massive population reduction and Kissinger had a the plan: *Create Conditions for Fertility Decline, and Research to Improve Fertility Control Technology.*


This was followed by the Carter Report 2000

http://lawdigitalcommons.bc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1792&context=ealr

Think about it. You are responsible for the destiny of the planet. You are convinced that human population is out of control. You *must* implement steps to dramatically reduce future births and do so quietly, without arousing suspicion. What would you do?

Warfare is profitable but messy and inefficient. Depleted uranium, weapons that irradiate the local land, water and atmosphere with invisible radiation for thousands of years is one of the most powerful sterilizing agents known. Other sources of radiation involve the entire nuclear industry including Fukushima. Secret documents now prove global cover-up of continued Fukushima radiation pollution. Bad is good.

http://www.naturalnews.com/035847_plume-gate_Fukushima_radiation.html#ixzz1y9q35O1n

The blueprint for depleted uranium radioactive poison gas weaponry – dirty bombs, dirty missiles and dirty bullets – was contained in a declassified Groves memorandum dated Oct. 30, 1943.


The Groves memo makes it clear that in 1943, U.S. scientists recommended using radioactive poison gas weapons in order to contaminate the air, water, soil, food, environment and the blood of exposed populations.

For populations that must continue to live in contaminated areas, the long-term effects are lingering illnesses and mutilation of their DNA.
Mutations induced in the DNA of a single egg or sperm which form a fertilized egg are expressed and repeated in every cell of the developing organism, and defects are passed on to all future generations.

Depleted uranium poison gas weaponry, used on a regional scale, meets U.S. National Security Council goals as stated in the “Global 2000 Report: Vision of a Gloomy World” (1980). *This report recommended that depopulation in third world countries was imperative to the U.S. government purpose of securing mineral and other strategic resources.*

From Hiroshima to Iraq, 61 Years of Uranium Wars

One idea, even back in the 1950’s, was to identify genetic markers that would target a specific group and develop biological agents that would attack only that population, by skin color for example. See Canadian Broadcasting: The Origin of AIDS: The Polio Vaccine?


The US and CIA have been using chemical and biological weapons for decades.

In 1970, a US Senate report revealed that “the US has dumped [on South Vietnam] a quantity of toxic chemical amounting to six pounds per head of population, including woman and children.” This was Agent Orange, which contained dioxin, poisons of such power that they cause fetal death, miscarriage, chromosomal damage and cancer. The code name for this weapon of mass destruction, Operation Hades, was changed to the friendlier Operation Ranch Hand. Today, an estimated 4.8 million victims of Agent Orange are children. Tu Du pediatrics hospital in Saigon, a former operating theater is known as the "collection room" and, unofficially, as the "room of horrors." It has shelves of large bottles containing grotesque fetuses.


The World Health Organization has been working on infertility vaccines. It is well known that the fertilized egg is recognized as a foreign agent by the immune system. Nature produces a hormone that prevents the immune system from attacking the egg as it attaches to the uterine wall. That hormone is easily neutralized with Squalene, a tiny agent introduced by any number of mandated mass vaccinations.

There is squalene in H1N1 vaccines licensed in Europe but not yet in the U.S. That is not to say the vaccine manufacturers will not try to get the adjuvants inserted into vaccines in the future.'

Barbara Loe Fisher, founder of the NVIC
Also see:


Squalene: Be Very Afraid, Part I
http://www.healthfreedomusa.org/?p=3582

Squalene: Be Very Afraid, Part II
http://www.healthfreedomusa.org/?p=3592
http://www.organicconsumers.org/articles/article_18846.cfm

Dr. Russell Blaylock describes why vaccines are not safe. Don't miss this one.

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ljbCuZy2Xt4&utm_source=BenchmarkEmail&utm_campaign=Apr_02_2012_E
mail&utm_medium=email) and (http://www.russellblaylockmd.com/)

One of the easiest ways to impair reproduction is to turn the immune system against itself. Consider Monsanto’s terminator seeds. Genetic modification prevents seeds from reproducing. We know bugs that eat genetically modified crops, butterflies for example, have reproductive issues. Any chance eating that stuff will prevent your seeds from reproducing?

Research on population control, preventing future births, is now being carried out secretly by biotech companies. Dr. Ignacio Chapela, a University of California microbiologist, discovered that wild corn in remote parts of Mexico is contaminated with lab altered DNA. Chapela revealed that a spermicidal corn developed by a U.S. company is now being tested in Mexico. Males who unknowingly eat the corn produce non-viable sperm and are unable to reproduce.

In the interview below Chapela described how spermicide could easily end up in your cornflakes.

(NaturalNews): A study published in the Journal of Toxicology in Vitro has found that, even at very low levels, Monsanto's herbicide formula Roundup destroys testosterone and ultimately leads to male infertility. The findings add to the more than 25 other diseases known to be linked to Roundup, which include DNA damage, birth defects, liver dysfunction, and cancer.

For their study, Emilie Clair and her colleagues from the Universite de Caen Basse-Normandie Institute of Biology in France tested the effects of glyphosate, the active ingredient in Roundup, on testicular cells from rats. Ranging in dilution from one part per million (ppm) to 10,000 ppm, which accounts for varying exposure levels in real life situations, each of the tests revealed undeniable cell toxicity caused by Roundup.
The findings revealed that even at one ppm, Roundup was responsible for causing severe endocrine disruption that reduced testosterone levels by 35 percent. And a one ppm exposure level is considered to be extremely low, and much lower than typical exposure levels in everyday environmental situations.

At higher exposure levels, Roundup was shown to induce testicular cell death in a little as one hour, and typically no later than 48 hours after exposure. And this is only acute toxicity, as the study did not analyze the long-term effects of continual and repeated exposure to Roundup, which has already been shown to seep into rivers and groundwater supplies.

A study published in the journal Reproductive Toxicology back in 2007 found similar results. In vivo tests with Roundup revealed that the ducks exposed to Roundup exhibited "alterations in the structure of the testis and epididymal (a part of the male reproductive system) region as well as in the serum levels of testosterone and estradiol, with changes in the expression of androgen receptors restricted to the testis."

Contrary to claims made by Monsanto, there is truly no safe exposure level to Roundup. At typical exposure levels, it has been proven to destroy human cells and cause serious reproductive harm. And at trace levels, it has been proven to severely disrupt proper hormonal function and lead to low testosterone in men.

http://www.naturalnews.com/035135_Roundup_herbicide_testosterone.html

It seems inconceivable that our government would secretly turn biological weapons against us. But they do and have for decades.


Stealth biology is the key and stealth means we are intentionally being misinformed, deceived and distracted.

See Bill Moyers and Marti Kaplan the end of journalism.

http://billmoyers.com/segment/marty-kaplan-on-big-moneys-effect-on-big-media

Edward L. Bernays coined the term "engineering of consent," back in the 1020’s to describe the how and why this is done.

"The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the masses is an important element in democratic society. Those who manipulate this unseen mechanism of society constitute an invisible government which is the true ruling power of our country… In almost every act of our daily lives, whether in the sphere of politics or business, in our social conduct or our ethical thinking, we are dominated by the relatively small number of persons… who understand the mental processes and social patterns of the masses. It is they who pull the wires which control the public mind."

http://www.prwatch.org/prwissues/1999Q2/bernays.html
Perhaps, behind the scenes, Kissinger’s 1974 plan to *Create Conditions for Fertility Decline, and Research to Improve Fertility Control Technology* continues.

Gee, look what I found in the cornflakes.

Michael Mendizza